CASE STUDY

MITEL

Powering more than 2 billion business connections every day, Mitel is a leader in the
unified communications industry. With recent acquisitions, Mitel had grown their
existing network from 1,400 to over 5,000 users. Managing this growing network was
a challenge for Mitel’s regional network and voice teams. That’s why Mitel deployed
Martello’s Mitel Performance Analytics fault and performance management software,
a system it recommends to its own customers.
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consolidated data in one central place. Devices can
be moved easily between containers. We can also
share information more easily amongst our many
regional offices using MPA. The addition of MiVoice
MX-ONE support checks off another box for many
of our global locations, and with configurable SNMP
device monitoring we can now monitor just about
any device, anywhere in the world”.
In keeping with Mitel’s drive for innovative customer-

“We’ve been using MPA since 2010, but it really
became a game changer for us after acquisitions
grew our network from 1,400 to over 5,000 users.”

Larry Arnold
Solution Architect Manager
Mitel

focused solutions, MPA has evolved with customer
feedback. Its latest release addresses the need to
know not only when a problem occurs, but where.
Voice quality problems like delay, echo and jitter can
be caused by a range of events on the network – from
congestion to improper configuration. That’s why
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